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Our recent articles gave a brief overview of how
Asset-Backed Funding (ABF) arrangements have
become more mainstream and are a key tool in
unlocking funding challenges. In this article we
explain how we are helping employers unwind
or replace some of the early ABFs to avoid a
potential funding ‘cliff edge’ that was never
expected to arise.
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Russian roulette

Given that the first arrangements were implemented over
a decade ago, some are approaching the end of their
term. Many of these early structures were designed on the
assumption that low gilt yields were a temporary blip and
therefore promised a large ‘bullet payment’ to fully fund
on technical provisions at the end of the term, funded,
if necessary, by a disposal of the underlying assets. The
expectation was that gilt yields would return to ‘normal’ and
the bullet wouldn’t be required.
Roll forward ten years and gilt yields have not really
budged. Many employers, while having benefited from
the deferral of cash as a result of having implemented the
arrangement, are facing the unenticing prospect of having
to face the bullet and make this payment. On the flip side,
the trustees, although comforted by having the assets
supporting funding on a technical provisions basis, will
be concerned that a point-in-time test may mean the
security falls away before they have achieved their longer
term objectives.
One particular nuance of these structures arises due to
the inherent volatility of pension deficits. Where the bullet
payment, although potentially sizeable, is relatively small
compared to the overall scheme, the likely outcomes are
skewed towards the top and bottom ends. In other words,
there could be, for example, a 40% chance of paying
nothing, a 40% chance of paying the full amount and only
a 20% chance of paying a proportion. This is the ‘cliff edge’
that we have helped employers and trustees address.
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Approach to restructuring

We have found that modelling expected outcomes is key
to helping trustees as well as employers acknowledge the
benefits of replacing bullet payment ABFs with structures
more aligned to longer-term objectives. In addition, it is
easier to have those discussions while the cliff edge is at
least somewhat distant.
A large retailer provides a good example.
The retailer was a relatively early adopter, establishing an
ABF arrangement in 2010. The ABF provided for annual
coupons plus a bullet payment of up to £600m in 2030
dependent on the deficit at the time. As 2019 approached
it became clear that 2030 was now within the planning
horizons of both the company and the trustees and
could potentially lead to sub-optimal decision making
around funding and investment strategy. Agreement was
therefore reached to replace the existing ABF with a new
ABF that provided support over a longer period to 2038
with appropriate funding triggers but without any bullet
payments. This aligned better with the journey plan to a
long-term funding objective.
In other instances, alternative contingent arrangements
such as escrow have been used to permit the removal or
restructuring of the bullet payment, especially where there
remains concern over a potential trapped surplus in the
long run.
Whichever route is pursued to reach an appropriate
outcome, it is important to ensure all bases are covered and
considered: unwinding ABFs can lead to tax claw backs;
the recorded level of scheme assets will reduce if an ABF
is replaced with a purely contingent asset (which cannot
be recorded in the scheme accounts); giving up the right to
assets can lead to a ‘value shift’ and hence an unauthorised
payment unless demonstrably arm’s length.
However, these are all manageable issues and should not
prove a barrier to a restructuring to ensure any funding
arrangement remains fit-for-purpose.
We advise employers and trustees to act now and review
their arrangements. Change direction before that cliff edge
gets too close: don’t do a Thelma & Louise.
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